
Room concepts
   made of natural 
wood for floors, 
 walls & ceilings

     Values that matter most
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Wooden floors

Floors

Wooden panels

Elements

Wooden acoustic panels 

Acoustics

Wooden stairs

Stairs

Wooden doors

Doors

Room concepts made of 
natural wood for floors, walls 
and ceilings

Floors that suit your lifestyle and give every room a very 
special atmosphere, acoustic solutions for eyes and ears, 
natural wood panels for furniture construction, 
ready-to-install wall and ceiling elements and stairs that take 
you to a new level not only in terms of design.

Admonter adds further benefits to the elementary advantage 
of a natural material: 
+ production 100% in Austria 
+ wood from sustainable forestry  
+ hand-controlled quality work and  
+ timeless design that creates atmosphere everywhere.
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Wooden floor 
OAK

Visualize your space with the app 
„admonter living worlds“
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Did you know?

Wood lowers the heart rate. International  
studies show there is a connection between 
wood and low heart rate.

Wooden floors are hygienic. While micro- 
organisms are viable for a long time on plastic 
fibers, they die quickly on wood. 

Wood is good for the indoor climate. It absorbs 
moisture from the environment and releases it 
when needed.

As a renewable resource, wood is one of the 
most natural materials for interior design and 
brings warmth and comfort to any room.  

Wooden floor, doors & acoustic panels
OAK LAPIS 

Wooden floor 
OAK WHITE
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Wooden floor  
OAK SALIS

Many people talk about sustainability these 
days. We at Admonter guarantee it. 

From the very beginning, sustainable forestry 
has been a fundamental requirement for our 
products. Our PEFC certificate is an inde-
pendent confirmation of this.

We have always focused on woods from  
domestic forests. Rare tropical timbers have 
never been part of our philosophy and never 
will be.

To conserve natural resources, we convert 
wood waste into new energy in our own 
power plant.

Who decides for Admonter, decides for 

nature. And that in every respect.
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Wooden floor 
CHEVRON & HERRINGBONE TWIN
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A floor for generations.

Admonter‘s products are regularly tested by 
accredited institutes in addition to in-house 
quality control. Additional to all construction 
standards, they also meet the highest 

ecological and health requirements.

Admonter Natural wood flooring comes with a 
30-year warranty and can last for generations 
with the right care. And if scratches do 
occur, real wooden floors can be easily 
repaired or sanded down.
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Design with added value for well-being

With high-performance acoustic panels, 
you can improve the acoustics of rooms. 
That‘s why our products are used for 
schools as well. Another benefit is that 
wood has a positive impact on the health 

and well-being too.

Admonter is holder of the Austrian Eco- 

label. Products that have been awarded the 
eco-label have no or only low pollutant values 
and thus make an important contribution to a 
safe & sound indoor air quality.

Wooden floor 
OAK STONE

Wooden acoustic panels

SPRUCE WHITE

project by FIRN Architekten
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Furniture & doors
OAK
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Wooden floor 
LARCH
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Visualize your own room situations!

Scan the QR Code to get 
to the Admonter APP

download the APP Take a picture Choose your floor Enjoy!

On the search for a new floor for your living room, bedroom, kitchen or office?

Get inspired by over 100 natural wood flooring choices. 

You will be amazed how much the floor influences the effect of your room.

Once you have found your dream floor, our sales partner search will show you 

the way to your nearest Admonter partnershowroom.

project by Carmen Lindtner - SONOS architektur
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Care? Easy!

Our „easy care“ surface provides floors ready for living 
and has a very high resistance to dirt, scratches and 
staining.

Breathable and antibacterial surface not only 
increases the living feeling of a natural wooden floor, 
but further reduces the proliferation and spread of 

bacteria and viruses.
 
Besides improved scratch resistance, the surface with-
stands also high chemical and mechanical 

resistance to all demands - from pet paws to bobby car 
races and even to raucous parties.

The dirt-repellent effect ensures low cleaning effort - 
simply wipe damp with Admonter Clean&Care, that‘s it!

Any questions? You can find detailed 
information in our FAQ‘s.
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Wooden panelsWooden floors Wooden acoustic panels 

Wooden doorsWooden stairs admonter.com


